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Abstract
Natural language processing has increasingly moved from modeling documents
and words toward studying the people behind the language. This move to working
with data at the user or community level
has presented the field with different characteristics of linguistic data. In this paper,
we empirically characterize various lexical distributions at different levels of analysis, showing that, while most features are
decidedly sparse and non-normal at the
message-level (as with traditional NLP),
they follow the central limit theorem to
become much more Log-normal or even
Normal at the user- and county-levels. Finally, we demonstrate that modeling lexical features for the correct level of analysis
leads to marked improvements in common
social scientific prediction tasks.
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Introduction

NLP for studying people has grown rapidly as
more than one-third of the human population use
social media actively.1 While traditional NLP
tasks (e.g. POS tagging, parsing, sentiment analysis) mostly work at the word, sentence, or document level, the increased focus on social scientific applications has shifted attention to new levels of analysis (e.g. user-level and communitylevel) (Koppel et al., 2009; Sarawgi et al., 2011;
Schwartz et al., 2013a; Coppersmith et al., 2014;
Flekova et al., 2016).
Figure 1 shows the distribution of two unigrams, ‘the’ and ‘love’ at three levels of analysis. While both words have zero counts in most
messages, ‘the’ starts to look Normal across
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users, and both words are approximately Normal
at the county level. Methods performing optimally
at the document level may suffer at the user or
community level due to this shift in the distribution of lexical features.2
In this paper, we ask a fundamental statistical
question: How does the shift in unit-of-analysis
from document-level to user-or-community level
shift lexical distributions in social media?3 The
central limit theorem suggests that count data is
better approximated by a Normal distribution as
one increases the number of events, or as one aggregates more features (e.g. combining words using LDA topics or hand-built word sets). However,
we do not know how far towards a Normal these
new levels of analysis bring us.
Related work. The question we ask harks
back to work from pioneers in corpus-based
computational linguistics, including Shannon
(1948) who suggested that probabilistic distributions of ngrams could be used to solve a range
of communications problems, and Mosteller and
Wallace (1963) who found that a negative binomial distribution seemed to model unigram usage
by authors of the Federalist Papers. Numerous
works have since continued the tradition of examining the distribution of lexical features. For
example, McCallum et al. (1998) compares the
results of probabilistic models based on multivariate Bernoulli with those based on multinomial
distributions for document classification. Jansche
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While the distribution of word frequencies (i.e. a Zipfian
distribution) is often discussed in NLP, it is important to note
that we are focused on the distribution of single features (e.g.
words) over documents, users, or communities.
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While other sources of corpora can also be aggregated
to the user- or community-level (e.g. newswire, books), we
believe the question of distributions is particularly important
in social media because it often contains very short posts and
a growing body of work in NLP for social science focuses on
social media.

